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Dear Mr. Nolte,

’Tis the gift to be simple
’Tis the gift to be free
’Tis the gift to come down
Where we ought to be
And when we find ourselves in the place Just right
’Twill be in the valley of love and delight

When true simplicity is gain’d
To how and to bend we shan’t be asham’d
To turn, turn, will be our delight
Till by trning, turning we come round right.

Copland’s Appalachlan Pr_inK and countless repetitions on children’s
recorders have made the tune of this song famous. But the words
tell more.

In my last newsletter I said something about the Shaker ’gifts’,
coming in trance, possession, visions, and taking the form of
physical objects, messages, or songs and dances. The history
of the Shafts, the deceptively naive imagery they wove around
their fantasies and daydreams, were very Interestin@ to me. But
now that I was about to @ire them three dimensional shaped I
was puzzled. Where to begin?

I was at Temple University, Philadelphia, for about two and half
weeks during November and December last. I had a group of ten
graduate actln8 students in the second year of their training
in the department of theatre. We would work together without in-
terruption for the whole of that time on a subject of my choosing
and I had chosen the Shakers.

form our past and present mythologies and our capacities for
self- transformat ion.



But, confronted with the mass of material, original and secondary,
at our disposal, it was hard to know where to begin. I think I
had begun to see some answers by the tin we finished, though, and
many of those answers are hidden, llke secret clues, in the words
of the song. Before I on to describe what happened let me pick
out just a few that took on new meaning as the days progressed.

The Shakers talked a great deal about simplicity in their life,
in their work. But it wasn’t esy. It’s a ’gift’ (i.e. a sign
of divine providence) to be simpl. Think of the other meanings
of simple simpleton, for instanchea An interesting book
that includes long passages of first, reporting by a Shaker who
became disillusioned frequently uses the word "silly" to describe
them and their practies. To be foolish (simple) is a gift (talent).

"To come down ..." down from where? From the heights of worldly
pride? From intellectual height ...? Another clue.

Where is the "place ust right"?

"We shan’t be asham’d’: of what?"To bw and to bend." It was hard
for us to overcome our shame (feeling silly).

"Turn, turn." Turning in the sense of spinning, obviously. The
Shakers did a lot of spinning, twirling, rotating. But turn in
another sense the sky turns blue, the water turns clear
to change.

And when you change you "come round right."

The Shakers, in a down-to-earth practical way, understood that they
were in the process of effecting self-transformatlon, without
the benefits of drugs, modern psychology, or sophisticated trad-
itional rituals and ceremonies. The words of the songs, of which
the above is an example, showed the way.

What we had to do was retrace their steps.
The Shakers turned work into a form of worship, but we began every
day with a game. At first the game was a means of physical warmup,
a raising of energy. The game we played most often was "Pussy Wants
A Corner", a variation of Tag in which the player who is It tries
to get on to a safe base by tagging one of the others while they
are in transit between bases; once It has tagged someone he is
free#provided he can reach an empty base without being tagged
back. To play the game well and my actors became very good at
it requires a combination of .pOrd,-nation, speed, fast reactlons
and an ability to tease and form instantaneous alliances.



Playing this game, and the others we experimented with, the players
lost all their inhibitions an behaved like excited children; and
as time went on, this mood of children-at-play infected the rest
of the work. We found that for every experience described by the
Shakers it was necessary to create one of our own, to be our reference
point, our home base, our touchstone. Children at play was one
such touchstone. Later, I’Ii explain how we used it.

The rest of the day was divided into two kinds of work. In one, we
created characters, put them into situations and relationships, and
started to develop a story line that could be interwoven with some
of the factual material we had gathered. The other work involved
recreating the songs and dances of the Shakers, following the
instructions for their daily work and routines, enacting their cer-
emonies and holding services or ’meetings’ as they once did.

"Hands to work and hearts to God" said Ann Lee.

After a while we sarted to combine the two strands. Here are a couple
of examples.

We invented a couple, married, with children in their teens, who
decide to join the Shaker Order, but leave their children in the
outside world. This couple is called Ell and Dorothy. After a
while EI begins to chafe against the rules of the order; Dothy
meanwhile, has found happiness.

kind
"Fancy articles of any/, or articles which are superfluously fin-

ished,trlmmed or ornamented, ere not suitable for Believers." So
say the Millenial Laws of the Shakers. Eli breaks one of these
laws, and puts a flower, one flower, on a piece of carpentry. He
is reprimanded by one of the Elder. (Shakers were governed by
Elders and Eldresses, with Deacons and Deaconesses beneath them
to conduct day to day financial and administrative chores. Above
everyone was the Ministry, at Mr. Lebanon, Vt.) We had a number
of different versions of this scene, depending on what story we
wished to tell. In one version Eli decorates something to give
aspresent to another Shaker, a sister who has caught his eye. In
another version, he makes the decoration as a way to express his
rebellion, but hides it because he’s not yet sure how rebellious
he wants to be. A third version has him making the deceration
to improve the market value of the product (Shaker furniture was
sold in The World to help support their organization). This
scene eventually had a skeletal script, but was usually improvised



each time. At a certain point the actor playing Eli would find
an opportunity to cue in the rest of the company, and the dialue
he was havln with the Elder or Eldress would merge into a
collective expression of the Shaker day. The other actors would
start to speak, repeating laws, the same two laws over and over
again, in a kind of antiphony, while they followed exactly, or
as exactly as they could, the precise instructions for doing
everything as laid down by these laws "Brethren and sisters
may not pass each other on the stairs When Believers go forth
in holy order they must take three steps forward of equal length,
and brethren should set off with the left foot and sisters with
the right Kneel before and after eating It is wrong to
sit with the feet on the rounds of chairs When we clasp our
hands, our right thumbs should be above our left ..." and so
on, coverin every aspect of life.

Meanwhile, as these laws were repeated over and over again, the
actors went through, in a condensed version,Shaker day, ending
ith a meeting at which they sang and danced. Then as they retired
to bed ("All should retire to rest in the fear of God, without any
playing or boisterous laughing, and lie straight"), the scene
’dissolved’ back into the dialogue between the Elder and Eli.

When we started to put this scene together there was a reat tempt-
ation to insert our 20th century reactions to this regime into
the action. All the actors found the strictness, the pettiness,
the sternness of the laws, obnoxious and forbidding. So the
Shaker Day became like the dim memory of a chain gang. In time,
though, by letting the words of the song which was sung at the
end of the day penetrate their attitudes, a new spirit came into
the action. The song began:

"Who will bow and bend like a willow
Who will turn and twist and reel ...?

and ends

"Pride and bondage all forgetting
Mother’s wine is freely working
Oh Ho
I will have it, I will bow and bend to get it
I’II be reeling, turning, twisting,
Shake out all the starch and stiff’ning!"

The fault was not in the laws, or in the work, it was in ourselves.
We did not want to bow or to bend. Our wills were too strong. We
were starchy. But when we had really listened to the words of the
song, then it was possible to recite the laws and perform the work



almost as a hymn of pralse. The change was srlkng. The work
hythms, wh.oh the acos flrs dld as a duy, a lresome choe,
became a hyhmlc, contrapuntal score, of which the actual song
and dance at he end of the day was simply another form a more
intense and lyrical axpres$on.

The Millenial Laws formed the basis for another scene that combined
song and atmosphere with a fragment of story. We wanted to show
the moment of joining the Shakers, when our couple, Eli and Dorothy,
had one last interview with the Elders and Eldresses before being
accepted into the so called "Gathering Order". This scene became
a counterpoint between the pleasure of the Shakers in receiving
new members, and a recitation of the laws that affected married
couples or relations between the sexes. So, while Eli and Dorothy
were asked whether they had made up their minds, whether they
had any doubts left about Joining (and this question sometimes
elicited a hint of some disagreement between them, the residue
of old family disputes or personal pain), and a reminder that they
would no longer be man and wife, but spiritual brother and sister,
while all this was going on, the other actors would be forming
a wall around them, a wall built up brick by brick of figures
who said, for example, "One brother and one sister must not be
together, alone, at any time, loner than to do a short and nec-
essary duty or errand", in a cold and impersonal tone. This scene
was introduced and punctuated with a strange and plaintive song
that sounds vaguely like an old Scottish folk song ("Charlie is
my Darlin’"), and whose words went:-

0 Brethren, aln’t you happy
0 Brethren, ain’t you happy
0 Brethren, ain’t you happy
Ye followers of the Lamb

Sing on, dance on,
Followers of Emmanuel,
Slng on,dance on,
Ye followers of the Lamb

Finally, Ell and Dorothy were left alone. They said goodbye. The
action was reduced to one esture of ending physical contact.
Who could bear to let go first? How did they do it And the
way the actors answered this question for the audience (which
differed every time we did It), turned out to be one of the
most interesting turning points of our work. At last, having parted,
the couple Joined their respective Shaker ’families’, and everyone
sang, still to the same tune:-

lm glad I am a Shaker
(el:c.)



Shaker laws allowed for one chink of light in the dark austerity
of their rules concerning the relations of men and women. This
was the Union Meeting, held twice a week, and lasting half an hour
or so, when b.rothes and sisters were allowed to talk to each
other, seated about five feet apart, on any subject they chose.
They were all together in one room, of course, and no whispering
was allowed, but the Union’eetin gave them a chance to touch, if
not physically, at least emotionally. We created a theatrical
version of the tlnlon Meeting, in which the ten actors conducted
five different conversations between five sets of imaginary characters,
switching from one conversation to another, and editing as they went
along. This was hard. I was really asking them to do several things
at once create characters and improvise conversations within the
frame of reference of a Shaker village, listen to the other conver-
sations that were taking place around them, make instantaneous
decisions about when to break into another conversation or pause
so that someone else could break into theirs, keep the continuity
of the conversations alive when they were not heard by the audience
so that when they returned it would appear that time had elapsed
and the conversation had progressed, and be entertaining. Later,
as we worked on it, we created, not five sets of characters, but
ten, each couple having two =onversations to maintain, distinct
from one another, and also trying to weave into the situation
some elements from the story we were creating. All this turned
out to be a lot of fun, and less difficult than it sounds; the
people who came to watch our rehearsals at the end of the work
period found this one of the most attractive parts of the process.
We found that the topic of the conversation, the actual words
spoken, and the theme, were less important than the mood. Once
the mood had been established, then the couple could continue
almost indefinitely, and the actors became very expert at instant
editing of each other’ conversations, so that frequently the
pause, at which one conversation ended and another began, leaving
something important, amusing, or emotional unsaid, was more dramatic
than a fully worked out scene could have been.

We tried several versions or variations on this idea of collective
speech. In one, half the actors played one character, the other
half another- in this case, to characters who were at a mm.nt
of decision in the story. Each group of five was mixed, both men
and women; curlously, this dtdn’t produce the effect of conflict,
so much as a kind of telepathic communication between the members
of each group. We rehearsed this section in a half light, so that
voices seemed to drtft out of nowhere, and after a while one lost
the feeling that there was anyone else there apa.t from the two
individuals, the two characters who were holding the conversation.

Another variation, with which we began the story, was a trick, or



an illuslon, we rled o playon he audlence havn he
of Shakers Invade he bodies of he actors, on he premise ha
he Shakers, who had always belleved ha hey would prevall in
he end and helr way of llfe come Into ls own some ime in he
future, would now wlsh o reurn o earth o ell her sory.
The basls of hls Idea was somehln ha happened more and more
often durn he me of he rea revlval ha ook place In
he middle of he 19h century (I spoke of hls In my las news-
leer). Durln tha Ime, one of he Ifts ha often came o
a Shaker was he presence, or he splrt, of a dead Shaker, who
ould offer advlce, crlIclsm, or encouraeen o he Shakers of
he ime. Thearcally, hls works ou as an exercise In makln
an audlence believe ha he acors volce Is movln around, In a
venrlloqulal sor of way, from body o body. Actors had o abandon
her ndlvdually o some exen and flnd a common expression
of a feeln hat ranscended sex anae. I was an IneresIn
experlmen, bu t needed a io more lhan we had In order o brln
I off o perfeclon, so tha an audlence would really beKln o
believe ha dlsembodled splrs were flltln around from place to
place In he heare.

One of the hardest things for us to accept about the Shaker
experience was the naivete and literalness of some of the
’gifts’. They took many forms, some bizarre, some ludicrous,
some unselfconsciously sentimental. During the period in which
our story was set, some time between 1840 and 1850, the gifts
proliferated. Brethren and sisters would receive fruits and
flowers, sapphires and other precious stones, golden censers of
Christ’s love, plates of Wisdom, baskets of SimplcIZy, balls
of Promise, belts of Wisdom, breastplates of Truth and remember,
all these objects were invisible to anyone but the Shakers who
received them. The gifts were not all images of material objects.
They might be an activity. People would have a gift of laughing,
or a gift of a game, or a gift of a new and elaborate ceremony with
many stages. Gifts would come in the form of songs and dances, or
spiritual labor, such as sweeping out the dwelling places with
spiritual brooms. Flags were waved, trumpets sounded, swords
brandished all gifts from heaven, from spiritual parents, or from
Mother Ann herself. The solution for all this was very simple on
one level. All the actors had to do was pantomime everything, just
as the Shakers did. The problem with this, though, was that they
felt foolish, the actions were meaningless, and we felt no closer
to the state of mind in which these gifts had been received.

W persisted, though, and gradually a glimmer of light began to
appear. On discovery we made, from rdingthe original sources,
was that the Shakers themselves had as many shadings of belief



tn these phenomena as we dld ourselves. The whole spectrum was
represented, from unquestioning acceptance o downclgh scepticism,
and everything tn between. Thls gave us he confidence o trus
our own lnstlncs In he matter. Then, as tme en on, and
we worked on oher aspects of he Shaker life, such as he discipline
of the day, he actors found themselves looktng forward, after a
few hours of keeplng he rlgh humb always over the left, or no
speaking excep for he mos necessary dules, o he foollshness
of he songs and he glfs. The way lno he ruh abou he
glfs, seemed, as hrough he slmple physlcal acClons of he
res of he Shaker existence. And here was another hng. The
glfs ere, after all, dtreced from one person o another. The actors
found tha he objects hey were supposed to see took on a gveaer
realtCy when they forgot abou he difficulty o maklng hem
angtble o he eye of an audtence and concentrated instead on
he emotion ha prompted he glvtng of he gf In he flrs place.
As characters developed and relalonshtps became possible between hem
he problem of how o represen he gifts diminished. The dlscovery
of a breastplate of ruh and ls bestowal on another person became
as sertous and ruhful as he enacmen of maglnary rluals
amongs children.

Here Im compresstn tno a single paragraph he results of many
hours of rehearsel. From a psychological potn of vle here ls
no great revelation lnvolved. Bu o look at analytically
ts no enough. The actors had o work hrough he whole process
hemselves, and wha was interesting abou as ha hey came
o hrough physical actons, and he acceptance of humdrum
repellve roulnes, and sheddlng helr sophlstlcaed assumptions
abou behavlor.

Huch o this work was incorporated into a scene that combined
elements o the story with song, dance and elaborate
ceremonies. It began with a song, to which everyone danced. The
song, one o the more popular revival songs, was given about
1847, and was meant to be accompanied by

Hop up and jump up, and whlrl round,
Whlrl round,
Gaher love, here 1 s, all round
All round.
Here s love, flowlng round,
Catch It as you whlrl round,
Reach up and reach down,
Here t s all round.

The song ended, bu he acton dtd not. The dance became a series
of Individual movements developed from he accounts of Shaker
meelns durlng hls pertod one person rocking back and forth,
another speakln tn gibberish while i_ arms revolved ltke a



wlndmlll, a hlrd shvrlng, another sCamplng and shakng off he
flesh, one person whrlln II he collapsed. Ths eplsode
was broken by the realsalon tha omeone had he glfC of a
message. Thls person, n Shaker language he would be alled
an "Instrument", wen to one of he spectators and sald"

"You are safe. Mother Ann has sent angels to protect you.
The angels’ wings are spread all around you. Their
wings make a beautiful canopy of feathers. They are
dressed in gowns of glory, shining like the sun. Mother
Ann blesses you."

Thn more gifts came crowns of Chastity, bracelets of Humility,
d $o o

Meanwhile, in the course of developing a story, we had assumed that
someone, in the middle of all this, would be left outside, seeing
his or her brethren experlencng all these marvelous things, but
feeling none of them himself. This individual who was different
at each rehearsal would become noticeable and at one point
the attention of the group woue concentrated on him. This point
came when one of the believers would be given a gift of a trumpet,
and offer it to this Doubting Thomas, who would back away, unable
to see what the others saw, or to blow the trumpet, or to,make
believe any more. This would become the signal for the others to
turn on him, in one of the characterstlc Shaker methods of bringing
backsliders nto llne and enact the "Warring Gift".

Someone would declare that they could see the Devil in the doubter.
Others would call out, "Help him shake it off Shake it off
brother Woe! Woe! Chain the Devil, chain the Devil, kill the
Devil, kill the Devil ..." Everyone would hiss, stamp, groan.
One person would notice that the body of the unbeliever was covered
with live caterpillars. They would energetically sweep the cater-
pillars off the person’s limbs and squash them under foot. Sometimes
the caterpillars would be discovered in the person ears or eyes
and have to be squeezed out until the doubting b.rother or sister was
thoroughly clean. After some time undergoln this treatment the
Shaker would see the trumpet he had been unable to visualise before.,
He would blow it, the others would shout in triumph and praise the
goodness of Mother Ann, and in return the newly cleansed Believer
would offer up a gift of his own, a drum. The drum was received
gratefully by everyone and someone else, with a gift for melody,
received a song. It ent

I have a little drum
That Mother gave to me



Th prettiest llttl dr
That ever you did see
I’II drum night and day, I’II drum night and day
To call volunteers to flght sin away.

was
The tune/martlal, vlgorous, wth repeated phrases that sounded like
bugle calls.

Everyone danced, the straying sheep was brought back into the
flock, and the scene ended with a parade, drums beaten, flags
flying, everyone singing, "I’II drum night and day, I II drum night
and day .o."

Within this outline we had several variations, depending on which
aspect of our story we wished to explore that day. If we wre
working on e rebelllousnss of a character, we would make the
inability to see the trumpet com. out of a protest; the actor
would make an ugly sound with it, and someone might say, "The
Dvil’s tune ..." If the emphasis was on a relationship, between
the married couple, for instmnc, there was an attempt by the other
half of the coupl to help by making the sound of the trumpet for
the other, by trying to divert attention. There were many poss.blt.les
The structur of the scene was trong enough to allow all kinds of
human responses to be struck within it. But the main sections the
songs, th gifts, the Warrln ift (when they all gathered round
the doubter and professed to s caterpillars and to drlv out the
Devil), the dances and the ceremonies all these were authentic
and rcreated by us as faithfully as we could from the documents
describing them.

This fidelity to the facts was not practised out of any pedantic
desire to be accurate. We had found that the emotion grew out of
an action. It didn’t matter, a first, that we could not understand
the sense of the action. If we did it with enough trust it would
lead tO the essence of the experience. In the words of the song,
"’Tis the gift to be simple. ’’
This simplicity, with its second meaning of ’foollshness’, was one
of the lessons we had to learn. As I said, at first the actors
found it hard to trust in the naivete of the gift-@iving cere-
monies, and our reading told us that this feeling was common among
Shakers themselves. And then, as time went by, and we worked on
the routines of the daily llfe. of a Shaker, the gifts became
a necessary outlet for emotion, release of pent-up feeling, a
pleasurable physical abandonment, When we came to the stage of
rehearsing in front of an adience one of the most frequent
questions the actors were asked after the session was, "Did you
have to become as religious as a Shaker to do this?" This was an



oli-

Interesting queslon o us, because I mean ChaC we had blurred
the dlsInclon between acClng and real behavior. The audlences
couldn qulCe understand how the actors couldall he things they
did the whlrling, the dlfrent voices, apparently seeing and
handling the gifts unlss they wre somehow ’really’ believing
not as performers but as popl with a spiritual calling. For the
actors, arriving at this point had bn a matter of overcoming
many inhibitions "we sha% be asham’--d" and allowing the
physical action (bowing, bndng) to lead to an experience with
its own autonomous emotlon, a ’gift’.

By the time we had finished our allotted two and a half weeks of
work, we had accumulated_ about 3 hours-worth of scenes, songs,
dances, and ceremonies. One of the most elaborate involved a
Mountain Meeting, which originally took place in the open air,
during which the Believers saw fountains of clear water spring
from the earth, scrubbed each other with it, then drank Mother
Ann’s spirt’tual wine, became intoxicated, were visited by the
spirits of a tribe of dead Indians whose dances they copied,
were given a box of muskets by George Washington and a basket
of musical instruments by Queen Isabella (the men fired the
muskets at the Devil while the women played a courtly song to
accompany them), and then, at the climax, one of the Belevers
falls down in a trance, and returns with a spiritual feast
from Mother Ann herself, the feast to be shared with the audience,
who are offered manna from heaven, white wine, and milk and honey.
And there was much more.

It may be hard to belleve that these Dionysiac scenes were played
out by sober, strait-laced New England Shakers in the hills above
Hancock, Mass., or Nlskeyuna, NY., a full 2200 years after
Euripides wrote the Bacchae. But it’s true

I will end as we did, with one of the oddest songs they created,
sent by Mother Lucy (an early Shaker Minister) to the believers in
Watervliet, October 19th, 1839. Each letter is sung to a
different note--
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Mother sends her love and blessing
To comfort and strengthen all.

Sincerely

Kenneth Cavander

Received in New York on January 12, 1977


